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Education Crisis 

Introduction Screen: Everything comes with a price; and the price of war, according to Human 

Rights Watch, is a drastically steep drop in education opportunities for Syrian children. The Syrian 

refugee crisis is a crisis well known around the world, but less noted in comparison is the crisis of the 

futures of these Syrian children who will undoubtedly overcome the struggles of the present but 

unfortunately, may not always have a perfect mix of  circumstances, skill, and dumb luck required to 

attain an education to secure a better future despite these current struggles. Tap the play button to 

view your fate as a Syrian Refugee child. 

Choose Your Character: Mohammed and Besan.  

Mohammed is 14 years old. He loves to play soccer and spend time with his friends. He is an 

only child of his parents and together,  his family escaped Syria and  relocated to a Lebanese refugee 

camp. Now Mohammed's parents cannot afford to feed him due to his father's inability to work for the 

past 2 years. Mohammed knows that an education is necessary to secure a better future for himself and 

his family, but the threat of starvation means that he may have to get a job to support his family.  

Besan is 14 years old. She has always had dreams to be an architect but after fleeing Syria 3 

years ago, her biggest goal is to continue her education despite the forces acting upon her. Besan loves 

to learn and is determined to get an education. When Besan is on the way to school, the boys harass 



her. She is one of the few girls who goes to school from her camp. She does not feel safe going but 

knows that is the only chance that she has to have a better life. If she does not go to school or work, her 

only other option is to marry an adult man. 

You chose Besan. This is her story.  

Besan returns home from school and her parents are sitting together cross-legged on the 

ground. From the way they are settled in their postures, the child can tell that they have been waiting 

for her. Her mother has tears in her eyes but her father's face is the same emotionless stare that he has 

kept  since all of this misfortune started. His expression is a gift and a curse because in it, Besan can't 

imagine him having news any worse than the news that set it that way in the first place. His expression 

also is a curse because there is no way of  reading what the news could be from it.  She smiles despite 

the weight of her heart, pulling at her features like gravity, and greets her parents. In an attempt to 

make them forget whatever pain they are having, she explains that school was excellent. Even though it 

is a lie. 

Besan: "I am making friends, learning a lot and the teacher says that I am very bright."  

She can tell that her parents do not know that only one of these statements are true because 

her mother smiles genuinely and hugs her. The glass in her father's eyes, softens. And he seems as if 

whatever he was going to say before she spoke, he has decided not to say anymore.  

A decision has been made in him in that moment that Besan is not aware of. He has decided to 

allow his daughter to continue her studies for now. Before she'd returned home, Besans father and his 

wife had been approached by a gentlemen who offered to marry Besan. This man was the age of Besans 

father and promised that he would make sure the child never went hungry if Besan would marry him. It 

seemed as if the only option to Besan's father when he could barely feed his family. But this ray of hope 



today and the joy she found at school has made Besan's father temporarily hold off on telling her. If she 

continues to do well, despite the circumstances, he will have no greater honor than denying the suitor. 

The next day, Besan walks to school. On her way she endures the usual teasing from boys who 

are on the same commute. She is pushed a few times, one time making her fall into the dirt and 

damaged her skirt. She clings close to her one friend and together they make it to the schoolhouse 

where they begin their day. Besan struggles to understand the teacher but is slowly picking up the 

Lebanese French language. Though she is learning fast, she is falling behind the Lebanese students even 

quicker.  When she asks a question, some of the students snicker and make comments about refugees. 

At lunch she eats the small snacks given to her and her stomach groans in agony at the hunger the taste 

has awakened. She feels hopeless and cries to herself on the way home from school. 

Besan returns home and her parents notice a difference in her demeanor but they do not say 

anything. Though the means are against her, and it would be better for the family as a whole if the child 

were married to a man who could take care of her, her parents want to see if their child can handle the 

challenge and overcome. Unfortunately, weeks, go by and Besan's features grow weary. Her father has 

not made any money and some days, the only meal the child eats is the snack she is given at school. On 

top of the hunger, Besan is overwhelmed with the bullying from her peers. She is unable to focus on 

learning the language of her Lebaneese counterparts, let alone the lessons being taught in that 

language. Besan's parents do not want to see her suffer any longer, or waist any more time. 

Besans father agrees to let the child marry the man, and things move fast from that moment. 

Besan leaves school, home, and moves in with her new adult husband. From this moment, the rest of 

Besan's life is uncertain. For now, she does not know when she will see her family again. She does not 

know what it means to be a wife. More than anything, her  future is uncertain even more with the loss 

of her potential education. This education, for Besan and for millions of other children could have had 



the potential to transform the generation's odds of flipping their misfortune and ending the cycle that 

this Syrian refugee crisis has catalyzed.  

 

 


